Ovid® Search Sharing

Ovid Search Sharing features, developed in response to user feedback, are the latest enhancement to the Ovid search interface. Search sharing options help users seamlessly share search strategies with colleagues, allowing the recipient to rerun the search with one click.

There has always been a vivid exchange of Ovid search strategies between users and organizations, and we have now made this process much easier! Regardless of the length of the strategy or the complexity of the search, users can now easily share their searches via email or by copying a stable link!

Key Functionality:

- **Use Email All Search History** to share searches with colleagues, students, and patrons.

- **Use Copy Search History Link** to easily share searches with colleagues and to seamlessly integrate searches in educational materials and websites.

- **Use Copy Search History Details** to easily inset your Ovid search strategy into documentation for publications, dissertations, and student assignments.

“As a librarian, this is a very easy way for us to ask students to share their searches with us! So incredibly helpful!”

“At that’s going to make documenting systematic reviews and sharing the search strategies for peer-review so much easier”

— Medical School Librarian

Click here to watch our short instruction video.